Lumen CDN fast, secure,
reliable delivery where you
want, when you want
SM

Deliver quality end user experiences with the Lumen
Content Delivery Network.

SM

Everywhere in the world, at all times of the day, your customers demand a perfect
experience. Deliver on those expectations through fast, secure and reliable access with
the Lumen Content Delivery Network. The scale and power of the Lumen global fiber
network delivers video content and digital downloads to devices virtually anywhere—all
while protecting your content, information and customers through inherently secure
IP infrastructure.

Lumen Customer

Security with a global perspective
Broadcast video acquisition
In-network acquisition of hundreds of
broadcast channels for over-the-top
video (OTT) and internet TV platforms
via LumenSM Vyvx® Solutions enables
rapid addition of channels as your
content offering requirements grow.

240+

Lumen
provides
end-to-end
solutions for
broadcast
and internet
video delivery.

Direct
connections
to professional
and college
stadiums across
the U.S.

Because our CDN rides on the vast
Lumen IP backbone, network-based
security is inherent and our Threat
Research Labs and Security
Operations Center professionals
have broad visibility into
potential threats.

Connectivity to leading cloud partners
Our IP network is directly connected
to major cloud storage platforms and
we can access your content library for
global delivery over our CDN.

Amazon
Web Services

Google Cloud
Platform

Microsoft
Azure

IBM Cloud

Deliver a quality OTT experience
The Lumen CDN is specifically
architected for high capacity, high
availability and low latency, resulting in
rapid and reliable delivery of content to
end users.

Available Lumen
CDN Object Storage.

Global reach with PoPs
in 120 major markets
on six continents.

Tomorrow ready, today

Lumen CDN delivered
more than

25.8 exabytes

End users demand new
content and new experiences.
Our CDN is meeting these
needs through delivery of
next-gen formats including 4K/
HDR and live streaming VR video.

74.4 trillion
total requests
answered by the
Lumen CDN in 2018.

of data globally in 2018.

Lumen IP Network
has direct connectivity to

6,000+

autonomous
systems
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120 tbps

of global IP network
serving capacity

